The International Journal of Robotics Research (IJRR) was founded by Mike Brady and Richard Paul and was first published by MIT Press in 1982. At the time, there were no scholarly journals exclusively focused on robotics, and robotics articles either did not move past conference publications or they appeared in society journals where robotics was only of tangential interest. The founding of the journal occurred in a broader climate of robotics ferment, such as at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory under their aegis of the Year of the Robot, during which time the International Symposium of Robotics Research (ISRR) was also launched and the books Robot Manipulators: Mathematics, Programming, and Control, by Richard Paul (MIT Press, 1981) , and Robot Motion: Planning and Control, edited by Brady, Hollerbach, Johnson, Lozano-Perez, and Mason (MIT Press, 1982) , were published. The ISRR's leadership was the same as the editorial board members of the IJRR.
The IJRR was initially published in 4 issues per year. The number of issues increased to 6 per year in 1988 and to 12 in 1998. Sage Science Press acquired the IJRR from MIT Press in 1997. There have been few editorship changes since the founding of IJRR: Tomas Lozano-Perez replaced Richard Paul as coeditor in 1986, and in 1988, Mike Brady became the sole editor, which he remains until this date. Mike has been the constancy of the IJRR since the very beginning, and I know he feels a personal attachment and commitment to the journal and its reputation. I am flattered that he asked me to assume the editorship, but I also feel a strong sense of obligation to maintain the quality of the IJRR that Mike has worked so hard to establish. While this represents change, it also represents continuity because Mike and I shared an office for two years at the MIT AI Lab during the time of the journal's launch. I still remember fondly the discussions we had during that period of robotics excitement and the climate of initiation of the IJRR, the ISRR, and the books mentioned above. The intent was to foster the notion of robotics as a distinct field and science, and the success of these endeavors is evident. On behalf of the robotics community, I thank Mike for his contribution to the founding and running of the IJRR and to his service to the community. Cheers, mate, and best wishes for your current endeavors.
Much has changed over the years. The IEEE Robotics and Automation Society was founded and its conference and journal were launched in 1984. A number of other robotics journals have appeared, and the number of robotics conferences has proliferated. With the number of publishing venues available to robotics researchers today, it is inevitable that publishing in the IJRR will seem less special. Nevertheless, reputation and quality are not easily cloned, and it is my intent to maintain the IJRR as a premier forum for robotics researchers.
It is amusing to read the call for papers in the very first issue of the IJRR, because the focus was almost exclusively on manipulator control issues and that focus now seems narrow. As Mike pointed out in his parting editorial, robotics has expanded substantially, especially in the area of mobile robots. The catchall phrase of service robotics somehow seems inadequate to cover the breadth of new applications and activities. Mike argued against trying to define robotics, but I'm going to venture that we roboticists are experts at describing and controlling motion and that this expertise has wide application. It applies of course to the creation of physical artifacts, namely robots, to do tasks for us. It also applies to the creation of computational artifacts because we often create simulations to model environments and robot actions, but these computational artifacts are useful products themselves, for example, in virtual reality and graphics. A number of us entered robotics from a biological perspective; we hoped that by building robots that emulated human motions and capabilities, we would understand human motor behavior better. We tend to think of ourselves as being problem-oriented, i.e., build robot X to do task Y, but perhaps we should also think of ourselves as being technique-oriented. We have developed a core body of knowledge about motion and its control, and this knowledge can be incorporated into systems or applications that are not called robots. The term pervasive robotics has been applied to describe how robotics has become embedded in other systems but may be hidden from view.
I believe it is a strength of the robotics community that we embrace this expansion and do not take a narrow viewpoint of what is legitimate robotics research. The journals that serve this community must expand in turn. It makes reviewing more challenging, not just because of the diversity of topics but because of differences in evaluation criteria depending on the domain of application. An example is human-machine interaction, such as haptic interfaces. As much as control theorists might not like it, we cannot write a Lyapunov function to represent human behavior. We have to use the tools of psychophysics to gauge whether a system is a success. I'm not going to bother listing areas in a revised call for papers as the new editor of the IJRR, because I don't think anyone really pays attention to them and these lists soon get dated. Suffice it to say that we will continue to serve the traditional robotics community but also expand our scope along with development of the field.
We tend to think of applications as being the driving force behind robotics, and this is certainly true in terms of getting funding from industry and government. While this is obviously important, I do not believe it is the main reason why we do robotics. Making robots is a compelling intellectual challenge, even a romantic endeavor, regardless of any applications. It is inevitable that we want to create artificial versions of ourselves or other independent intelligent robots. As Bill Silver of Cognex Corporation recently wrote to me in an e-mail, "Building robots for the sheer wonder of doing so is a worthy goal."
These are challenging times for print media such as the IJRR because of the advent of electronic publishing. For the same reason that a paperless society has become a myth, I think there will always be a role for hardcopy journals, but we have to adapt. One issue is time to publication, which I intend to shorten as much as possible. The publishers of the IJRR for Sage Science Press understand the urgency of this issue and will support my efforts in this area just as they strive to support the IJRR, which they consider to be one of their flagship journals, in all possible respects. A key step is that in the future, we will accept only electronic submissions; the review process will also be done electronically, with no movement of paper. Nearly every talk at a robotics conference features a videotape, and it is a failure of the archival process that an eventual journal version of the talk does not include it, because the videotape is tangible evidence of the successfully performing robot system. I would like to see a web page adjunct to the IJRR that publishes the videotapes, or any other important aspects of a paper such as data or images that should be passed on for others to share. That is to say, I would like to see the IJRR become partly an electronic journal.
I look forward to being editor of the IJRR, to working with Sage Science Press, and to working with Jennet Batten, who for the past 10 years has been managing editor and who represents the real continuity in the IJRR.
